EPCC Ice Arena Guidelines
Skaters to arrive at EPCC 15 minutes prior to ice time.
All skaters/spectators should conduct self-health screen prior to arriving.
Anyone who is sick or experiencing any symptoms, must stay home.
If scheduled ice time is delayed for any reason, then the group must wait outside the EPCC.

Utilize the Ice Rink Ice entrance, your group is skating on. (when possible)
If rink entrance is locked, please use an alternate entrance to Rinks 1,2,3.

Team Rooms only accessible 15 minutes prior to ice time.
There is no access to drinking fountains. (Be sure to bring water bottles).
All skaters must be out of the building 15 minutes after the ice time.
NOTE: It is recommended that hockey players arrive half-dressed or fully dressed in hockey gear.
pre-game & post-game music is not allowed in team rooms.
NOTE: coaches/skaters must wait until zamboni doors are closed before taking the ice.
Groups not complying will be issued a fine. (Except coaches who pulling nets).

Spectators: Maximum 2 per skater. (under-age children must sit/stand with adult).
A face mask is required by everyone entering or exiting the EPCC.
A face mask is required by ALL skaters/coaches when not on the ice.
Spectators are required to wear a face mask at all times. (Exec. Order 20-81)
“The Coffee Mug Rule” – A spectator sitting/standing with a coffee mug in hand, is not an exemption
to the mask mandate. (masks may be removed only to “actively eat/drink).
Skaters/Coaches/Spectators not complying with the mask mandate or other facility guidelines
may be asked to leave or have the current ice rental/future ice rentals cancelled, without refund.
The EPCC follows both Mn Hockey & MSHSL guidelines for their scheduled events at the EPCC.
Thank you for your cooperation as we all work together to allow our youth skaters continue to skate at
the EPCC during these unprecedented times.
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